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On the Structure of a One-Dirnensional Quotient Field 
In this paper we shall develop some properties of ;I[-domains. i.e., con,- 
mutative integral domains whose quotient fields have homological dimensions 
at most one. Such domains are of interest in the study of divisible modules 
[5] and of cotorsion modules [6]. 
Actually the df-domains possessing the nicest properties are those whose 
quotient fields arc countably generated modules. In [3] Kaplansky clarified 
the situation somewhat by showing that the quotient field of a quasilocal 
ill-domain is a countably generated module. \Vhile this result is simpl! 
false in the global case (e.g., in the case of a polynomial ring OVCI- an un- 
countable field), in our main result (C’orollary 2.4) we arc able to obtain 
a suitable generalization, which is that for nn M-domain, the quotient field 
modulo the ring has the property that any of its countably generated sub- 
modules may be enlarged to a countably generated direct summand. This 
latter condition is a reasonably good substitute for countable generation of 
the quotient field, and we use it to complete the reasoning in a circle of ideas 
due to Maths [5]. This is ‘Theorem 2.6: For an integral domain K the following 
are cquivalcnt: (i) K is an M-domain; (ii) the torsion submodule of a divisible 
R-module is always a direct summand; and (iii) each divisible module is 
the quotient of an injective module. 
This note is divided into three sections. In Section 1 we generalize results 
of Kaplanskv to the cast of an :IZ-domain. Section 2 contains the main 
result and its application to divisible modules. In Section 3, we note some 
gcner-al facts about the module Q/R (R an>- integral domain, Q its quotient 
field) which serve to motivate the construction of direct summands of Q/R 
in Section 2. IVe also give an example which answers a question (unpublished) 
of Kaplansky; viz., that cvcn if all the localizations of a domain A at its prime 
ideals are :?I-domains, R need not be an dl-domain. 
lLIost of our terminology and notations are standard and are identical with 
those explained in the papers of lLIatlis and Kaplansky [2-71. Once and for all, 
we fix the following convention which is in force throughout: R denotes 
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a commutative integral domain with unit clement, and 0 stands for the 
quotient field of R. 
\Yc shall have need of several results on ,lZ-domains. ‘l’hcsc rcsuits require 
but slight generalization of the techniques of T<aplansk>- as set forth in [3], 
but for completeness x~e supply proofs. \I’e utilize the theory of homological 
dimension as given in [4], and we denote the homological dimension of the 
R-module ,3 bv dRL3. Throughout this section .wue assume that R is an 3 I-domain: 
‘l& I. Here and in the remainder of this paper, \ve employ the following 
terminology: 
I>EFINITION. A semigroup in R is a multiplicativel~ closed subset. of 
Tzwgew elements in R which contains 1. 
P1<OPOF3TlON 1.1. Any countable semigroup S,, in R may he enlay& to 
a countable semigvoup S in R with d,QiRs I. 
Proof. Let F be the free R-module on a base [.x, : t t R and t I 01. 
A\Iap F onto 0 by declaring that sI w t ml, and write K for the kernel of this 
map. Kow we have assumed that 6 is projective so by [2, Theorem I] 
K ::= Q> kyi (; running through some index set) where each Zci is a countably 
generated, projective R-module. For any set T of nonzero elements in R, 
we let F(Z’) stand for the span of [xl : t E TJ, and we let k-(1‘) ~~ I< n F(7’). 
\\'hC!ll ‘/’ is a countable semigroup, K(T) is countably generated by 
{Si ~- USlr( : t, u t I’;. 
Let S,, be a countable semigroup in R. As K(S,,) is countably generated, 
there is a countable sum L,, of Ki’s which contains K(S,,). Then wc can find 
a countable semigroup S, so that L, C K(S,). C on muing with this procedure, t’ 
\vc construct an infinite sequence: K(S,,) CL, C K(S,) C ... CZ,, C K(S,,_,) C 
I ‘TL! 1 C ‘.., where each S, is a countable scmigroup in R and each L, is a 
countable direct sum of certain K,‘s. \\‘e shall show that S = (J S,, is 
a semigroup w-ith the desired properties. C:ertainly S is countable and 
contains S,, . Kate that K(S) ~~ (J K(S,,) U L, is a direct sum of k-,‘s 
and so Z<(S) is a direct summand of K. W’e have a commutati\,e diagram with 
exact rows and columns: 
FfF(S) is free vvhilc K/K(S) .- tb seen to be projective. \Ve then read 0fI that 
d,Q;‘R,s 1, vf,hich proves the lemma. 
\TTc now proceed to give three results ending in C‘cirollary I .4 which states 
the kc!- property- of the semigroups S Lvith c/,&‘R,~ 1. I:or tliis no count- 
abilitv assumption on S is needed. 
Proof. Obviously, as the homological dimensions of Q and Q/--l arc at 
most one, we have that dRA-l I. From [4, Theorem 8, p. 1761 it follows 
that d H (,r,Ad;sA is either zero or one. Scxt observe that Q/,X-~ and Q/‘-l are 
isomorphic, and by assumption their common dimension is at most one. 
Thus from the exact sequence, 0 r -1i.v‘4 F Q/X.-! -+ Q/.+1 - 0. we can 
conclude that d,,-l/s.l I. \\‘ith this information we ma\- now rule out 
the possibility that it, ,,,.)=l,‘.r=l I ; vvcre this dimension one, bv [4, 
Theorem 3, p. 1721 it would force dRALs.-l 2, which is not the case. 
COKOLLARY 1.3. Suppose that R is quasilocal and A is an K-submodule 
of 0. Then A = 0 if‘ it satisfies the fohxx+ properties: -4 + 0; d,Q:‘9 I ; 
and il is divisible by a nonunit of R. 
Proof. As A is nonzero, it suffices to show that .-I =- sd for any nonzero 
n: in R. Ry Proposition I .2, -4/sd is a projective module over R/(x) and is 
free by [2, Theorem 21. But il/.v9 is divisible by a nonunit of R/(x) and so 
must be zero. 
Remark. ,4t this point one may combine Proposition 1.1 and Corollary I .3 
to obtain Kaplansky’s theorem [3] that the quotient field of a quasilocal 
M-domain is countably generated. 
\F’e now define the property in which we are interested. The terminology 
was suggested by 1). Eisenbud (by analogy with sheaves). 
DEFINITION. Let 4 C B be R-modules (R any commutative ring). We 
say that A is a restriction of B if for every prime idea1 P of R either A, =m R, 
or -4, == 0. Note that the definition is unchanged with the word prime ideal 
replaced by maximal ideal. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let R be an ii/l-domain and S be a semijyoup in R with 
dRQjRS i 1. Then R,IR is a restriction qf Q/R. 
I+oof If P is a prime ideal of R and P n S : 12, then (KS), =~ R, 
whence (R,jR), (RS)JR, =: 0. When P n 5’ ,+ 1~1, then &4 =z (R,), 
satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 1.3 over the quasilocal ring R, ; hence 
(Rsb Q and (RJR),, = Q,iRp (Q/R)p. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that R is an :IZ-domain and that S is u multi- 
plicative semigroup of nonzero elements in R with d,QiRs ’ 1. Then R,/R 
is a direct summand qf Q/R. 
\\‘e break the proof of Theorem 2. I up into two lemmas. First tis S with 
d&R, 1. Partition the set S of maximal ideals of R into disjoint subsets 
I~’ and II’, where I’ (standing for void) -- (:I2 E S : A1j1 n S is void; and 
IIT (>I1 E S : M n 5’ is not empty). We also let .3 = 0 R, , 11 E l* and 
B -~- n R., ) JI E FV. 
LEKUA 2.2. (i) R, mm -4. 
(ii) R,R is a dkisible module. 
(iii) R,/sRs is a cyclic, projective Rj(.v)-module for any uonseyo x in R. 
Proof. (i) For any 31 t b-‘, R, C R, , so R, C d. From Corollary 1.4, 
it is easy to show that upon localization at a maximal ideal of R, R, and A 
become equal; hence R, =-: L4. 
(ii) By Corollary 1.4, R,/R is a restriction of Q/R. This implies that 
upon localization at a maximal ideal of R, R,/R becomes a divisible R-module. 
But then R,/R is itself a divisible R-module. 
(iii) Let x be a nonzero element of R. By (ii) x(R,/R) = R,/R, which 
can be rewritten as: R, -=: xR, f R. This formula clearly displays the fact 
that R,isR, is cyclic; the statement about projectivity follows by Proposi- 
tion 1.2. 
Owing to (i) of the preceeding lemma, the statement of the following 
lemma also proves Theorem 2.1. 
LEnlhIA 2.3. d/R @B/R = Q/R. 
Proof. pl;ow A n B = n R, (A3 a maximal ideal of R) == R, so 
,4/R n R/R = 0. It remains to verify that A/R + B/R rz.7 Q/R or, equiv- 
alently, &5l A B = Q. Suppose x is neither zero nor a unit of R, and we 
shall show that ~~1 is in A + B, which will prove the lemma. 
By (iii) of Lemma 2.2, we may write R/(x) == (e) @ (f), where e and f 
are orthogonal idempotents and where (f) is isomorphic to R,/xR, . For 
a maximal ideal M in R which contains x, we have: e E MI(X) + M(f) ;i 
(f)- M(Rs/xR,) + R,/xR, o MR, f R, o S A ,lI = 3, i.e., 114 E I,-. 
For a maximal ideal A!! of R which contains x, precisely one of the elements e 
orJ’lies in Af;‘(.y). Summing up this discussion, we ha\ c that, for an>- masinlal 
ideal .lZ of R which contains ,Y, 
(I) P t .U~(.Y) -.:- JI t I-. 
(2) fi .ri;(.Y) -1. 111 t 11~. 
\\.e ma!- alwa! s choose IZO~IZ~YO elements a and b of R so that 0 C.1) (‘, 
b 1 (x) ,f, and N i- b I. Notice that s 1 nx ’ ~~ 6.~ ’ and also 
that uhs ’ lies in R. IVe claim that US ’ t .-I and h.~ ’ t U. In effect, to sa\ 
that us 1 E ‘-1 is to say that 0.x l E- R,, for every :I2 in I ‘. In case .x is not in .I/, 
it is obvious that u.um’ t R, . In cast .x c 111, (2) implies that h is not in -11. 
If wc rewrite n.~ 1 in the fat-nl (ah,x ‘) h ‘, it is nokv clcnr that 0.1 ’ lies in 
R,; . A symmetric argument dcmonstratcs tllat h.Y ’ lies in Lz. and this 
concludes the proof. 
Any countably generated submodulc of _O;R is contained in a submodule 
of the form R, /R, where S,, is a countable semigroup in R. ‘1’0 obtain such 
an S, assemble”reprcsentatives u,h;‘, i 1, 2, 3,... in 0 for generators of the 
submodule and let S,, bc the semigroup of all possible products of 1 and the 
b,‘s. Juxtaposing ‘l’heorem 2. I and Proposition I. I, me have our main result: 
C’OKOLLAKY 2.4. Let R be an X-domain with quotient Jield Q. Theta any 
countably generated submodule of Q)lR may be enlarged to a direct summand of 
the form R,IR, S n countable semigroup qf nonzeYo elements in R. 
\Vc also haw an immediate 
C’OINXIARY 2.5. If K is un M-domain and QjR is indecomposable, theu ,O 
is a couvtably generated R-module. 
LVith Corollary 2.4 at hand, we are able to adapt techniques of :\Iatlis to 
close the circle of ideas in [5]. For comments on the conditions involved in 
Theorem 2.6 and some partial results in its direction, consult the remarks 
in [6; pp. 5, 6, 551. 
DEFINITION. Over an integral domain, a module is called h-divisible if 
it is the quotient of an injective module or, equivalently, if it is a quotient 
of a direct sum of copies of the quotient field. [Notice that over any domain R 
(noetherian or not) a direct sum of any number of copies of the quotient 
field is an injective R-module.] The latter definition shows that any sum of 
h-divisible submodules of a given module is again an /l-divisible submodule. 
THEOREM 2.6. For any integTa1 domain R, the folloz0ing aye equivalent 
properties: 
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(i) R is an M-domain. 
(ii) The torsion submodule of a di&ible module is always a dirert 
summand. 
(iii) +4ny dikible module is the quotient qf an injectize module. 
Proof. In [5, Theorems 1.1 and 1.21, AIatlis shows that (iii) ~-. (ii) -. (i). 
Assume that (i) holds. Suppose we are given a divisible module D and wish 
to show that 1) is h-divisible. \l:e do this first for T, the torsion submodule 
of 11, which is, of course, also a divisible module. 
Let t be an)- element of 7’ and cl~oosc a nonzero s E R with st == 0. Then 
Corollar!; 2.4 asserts the existence of a countable semigroup S in R such 
that s t S and R,/R is a direct summand of Q/R. In particular, R,/R is 
I/-divisible. Let s si , s? ,... be an enumeration of S. Set t, t. Choose 
t, F 7’ so S.J., - - t, Inductively, complete this to an infinite sequence, 
t, ) t, ,..., \v11ere s, klt,L 1 = t, . There is a well-defined homomorphism from 
R,,‘R into 1’ which sends each (sr ‘.. s,) ’ + R to the element t,, The image 
of R,;R in T is an Jr-divisible submodule which contains t. 1’ is, therefore, 
the sum of all its h-divisible submodulcs, which is to sa\. that 7’ itself is 
h-divisible. 
To show that IJ (as above) is h-divisible, we repeat an argument from [5]. 
Sow i)i 7‘ is a direct sum of copies of 0 (or is the zero module). In any case, 
dR I),:T 1. \\‘e have shown that there is a short exact sequence, 0 + ;3 + 
I + T + 0, where I is injcctive. There is an exact sequence, Ext,i(D/T, 1) + 
l:st,l(D:T, T) p+ ExtR2(D!‘T, A). But th c ends of the sequence are zero--the 
left end as I is injective and the right end as d,,JI/T ..I I. Therefore, 
Ext,‘(D: T, T) -em 0 also. Interpreting this Ext as the group of extensions of 7 
bv 1)/T’, we conclude that T is a direct summand of D. I) a T G D/T is 
h-divisible as T and L)i’T are known to be h-divisible, and the proof is 
finished. 
3. REMARKS 
In this concluding section we shall supply a direct argument for a result 
of nlatlis [7, Corollary 4.21 and exhibit two applications of it which are 
relevant to the study of M-domains. Note that Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.1 
show how Kaplansky’s theorem in the quasilocal case is a special case of 
Corollary 2.4. 
Lr;.nrnrA 3.1 (RIatlis). Let R be a quasilocal domain with quotient field Q. 
Then the module Q/R is indecomposable. 
Proof. Suppose Q/R i3 e, 11 with neither A4 nor H the zero submodule 
of Q/R. Ii is not a field. Therefore, the images in Q/R of the invcrscs oi 
nonzero elements in the maximal ideal of li generate Q/R as an R-module, 
and there must he a nonzero s in the maximal ideal of R such that .Y ’ ~-~ R
has both its .4- and R-components nonzcro. [Ify l t- R has nonzcro .-l-corn- 
ponent and z ’ ~1 R has nonzcro R-component, take x ’ (JZ) t.] Each of 
these components is annihilated by .x, from which it follows that the A4- 
component (also the B-component) of .v 1 ~1~ R has the form (1.v ’ 1 fi 
where a is in R. Kow u cannot be a unit as Y 1 R is not in .4. Thercforr, 
(I- a).Y I -of- R is in H, I (I is a unit, and Y l R is in B, a contradiction, 
and the lemma is proved. 
\\-e shall now show that the (unique) complement of a direct summand of 
<0/R where R is any domain, may bc constructed in an analogous fashion to 
that used in Section 2. Lemma 3.1 implies that a direct summand of _OjK 
is a restriction of C),iK. In more detail, supposing Q/R ~~ .-I <T 11, \ve have 
that, for a prime ideal I-‘, Q/R, =-- A, (i‘; B, . So, bq~ the lemma, lZdr , BP: 
{O, Q/R,). This observation leads (by an easy localization argument which WC 
omit) to the following information on the summands of Q/R. 
PKOPOSITIOS 3.2. Suppose that R is any integral domain, and Q;‘R 
Ad G B. Let =1” denote the inverse image of il in Q (under its natural projection 
on Q/R). Then A* =- fi R, , 111 mnning oz’er the maximal ideals ?f R zGth 
A, = 0 (equi@alentt$, M E support B). Corwquently, the complettlent ?f 
a direct summand of Q/R is unique. 
Remark. nlatlis has proved a stronger result than the last statement of 
the proposition, Cz., that the cndomorphism ring of Q/R is commutative 
[6, Proposition 5. I]. 
Now let R be an M-domain with quotient field Q. If S is a multiplicative 
semigroup in R, then Rs is an ,‘16-domain. In particular, if l’ is a prime ideal, 
R, is a quasilocal ‘ll-domain, so that Q is countably generated over R, 
Thus, if Ii is an ;W-domain, it is locally powerful (in the terminology of 
Natlis [C,]). R’e shall now provide an example to show that the con\-erse is 
false. 
We will first describe a topological space X which is to be the spectrum 
of our example. Let I be an uncountable index set, and let the space X consist 
of distinct points [MW : a E I> u {Pj u {Pa : (Y E 1} u (01. Before defining the 
topology, partially order X by decreeing that the M,,‘s are the maximal 
elements of X, and that 0 is the minimal element of X. The only other 
relations are to be: 0 .‘. P, A 112~ and 0 7-r.: P -<. Afl for every 01. Consult 
Fig. 1. 
For x in S let ri, (y t X : x y]. The collection of the V,‘s together 
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with all finite unions of them are precisely the closed sets in the topology 
we place on S. One verifies that in this topology X is a noetherian space 
(every open subset is quasicompact) and that the I Vs’s are precisely the 
irreducible closed subsets, so, in particular, X I-,, is irreducible. In addi- 
tion, S is a ‘I’,,-space and each irreducible closed subset has a generic point. 
It is also clear that the topological order on A- by .x : y if y E closure {.x1, 
is just the ordering described above. 
Sow by the powerful theorem of Hochster [I, Theorem 61, a topological 
space EY is the spectrum of some commutative ring if and only if: (i) Y is 
a quasicompact To-space, (ii) every nonempty irreducible closed subset of 
I7 has a generic point, and (iii) the collection of quasicompact open sets 
in I’ is closed under finite intersection and forms an open basis for 1-. It 
follows immediately that if such a space is irreducible, it can be realized as 
the spectrum of an integral domain. It has been remarked already that (i) 
and (ii) hold for the space S, and (iii) follows at once from the fact that X 
is a noetherian space. Moreover, as X is irreducible, there is by Hochster’s 
theorem an integral domain R whose spectrum of prime ideals is home- 
omorphic to S. Before showing that any such domain will provide the desired 
example. we insert a lemma. 
L~nma 3.3. Let R be a domain, and let spec R denote the prime spectrum 
of R with the Zariski topology. Then the quotient field Q of R is a countably 
generated R-module if and only if {0} C spcc R is the intersection of a countable 
number of open sets of spec R. 
Proof. First observe that Q is a countably generated module if and only if 
there is a countable semigroup S in R such that R, = Q. Sow for r in R 
let D(r) = {*Y E spec R : r 6 N). Then the previous condition is equivalent 
to the existence of a countable set T of nonzero elements of R which meets 
every nonzero prime ideal of R, i.e., {Oj == n D(t), t E T. Kow as the collec- 
tion of all D(Y), Y in R, is an open basis for the topology on spec R, the last 
criterion is equivalent to the statement that (01 is the intersection of a count- 
able number of open sets of spec R. 
IYOW let R be an integral domain nhose spectrum of prime ideals is home- 
omorphic to S, and let 0 be the quotient field of R. \f’e shall, for notational 
convenience, identify .Y with spec R. 
I,lxM.~ 3.4. For any pi-imc L\T of R, offs 1, but n,o I. 
PFOC$. Let X be a prime of R. 11~. inslxction (consult I:ig. I) onI!- a finite 
number of primes are contained in 5.; so R,, has 3 finite number of prime 
ideals. It is, thcrcfore, possible to choose a nonzero element t which lies in 
every nonzero prime of R, and then the powers of f l provide a countable 
module generating set for (-, over R,, It is wvcll-known that this implies 
4,o 1’ 
The nonzero prime ideal I’ is contained in e\;ery maximal ideal of R, and 
it follows by an easy localization argument and I,emma 3. I that Cl/R is an 
indecomposable module. If C/,&J 1, Corollary 2.5 would imply that Q wcrc 
a countable generated R-module. but we can show 0 is not a com~tabl~ 
generated R-module. A glance at the topology- on the space ZY tweak that 
an); noncmpty open subset of S contains all but a finite number of the P,‘s. 
This fact makes it clear that the topological condition of Lemma 3.3 does not 
hold for X; wherefore _O is not a countably generated R-module. Thus 
d&j -- I. 
Remarlz. If \ve took the indexing set I to have cardinalitq N, , then one 
could conclude that NI,Q ~~ 2. 
An open question which is connected with the situation above is whethei 
or not an integral domain of Ku11 dimension one (and thercfore locally 
powerful) must be an IlZ-domain. In closing WC mention one other problem. 
If R is an d3-domain, is Q/R a DSC-module (direct sum of countable generated 
modules) ? This is true if R is an k-local domain or if R is a TTFD. The 
result, if proved, would characterize :12/-domains, for the converse implication 
(Q/R DSC‘ ~- d& 1) is easy to prove. 
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